A method to identify distinctive charge configurations in protein sequences, with application to human herpesvirus polypeptides.
Charge interactions are of great importance for protein function and structure, and for a variety of cellular and biochemical processes. We present a systematic approach to the detection of distinctive clusters, runs and periodic patterns of charged residues in a protein sequence. Criteria and formulae are set forth to assess statistical significance of these charge configurations. For the 80-odd proteins potentially encoded by the Epstein-Barr virus, only the major nuclear antigens of the latent state and the transactivator of the lytic cycle contain separated charge clusters of opposite sign as well as periodic charge patterns. From our studies of the polypeptides of the human herpesviruses and of a broad collection of human and other viral protein sequences, distinctive charge configurations appear to be associated with viral capsid and core proteins (positive clusters or runs, mostly at the carboxyl terminus), with many viral glycoproteins and membrane-associated proteins (negative charge clusters), and with transactivators and transforming proteins (multiple charge structures). The statistics developed in this paper apply more generally to other than charge properties of a protein and should aid in the evaluation of a large variety of sequence features.